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DEVELOPMENT OF LEGISLATION IN THE 20TH CENTURY
...Anthony Eden, 1st Earl of Avon and future Foreign Secretary, [explained] the [Suez Canal] was the, “Back door to the East, ... [and] the front door to Australia, New Zealand and India...[It was], in fact, the swing door of the British Empire which [needed] to keep continually revolving if [British] communications [were] to be what they should.”
...Paragraph 4(b) of the document granted the, “Right to vote on development in the upstream territories without any corresponding restriction on [Egypt’s] own freedom of development.”
THE 1959 AGREEMENT FOR FULL UTILIZATION OF THE NILE WATERS

De facto:

“In fact, or in effect, whether by right or not”
INCREASING DEMAND FOR WATER RESOURCES
EGYPTIAN DOMESTIC INSTABILITY
INTERNATIONAL NONCOOPERATION
THE WAY FORWARD